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NEW QUESTION: 1
You've configured your cluster with HDFS Federation. One
NameNode manages the /data namesapace and another Name/Node
manages the /reports namespace. How do you configure a client
machine to access both the /data and the /reports directories
on the cluster?
A. Configure the client to mount the /data namespace. As long
as a single namespace is mounted and the client participates in
the cluster, HDFS grants access to all files in the cluster to
that client.

B. You don't need to configure any parameters on the client
machine. Access is controlled by the NameNodes managing the
namespace.
C. You cannot configure a client to access both directories in
the current implementation of HDFS Federation.
D. Configure the client to mount both namespaces by specifying
the appropriate properties in the core-site.xml
Answer: C
Explanation:
HDFS Federation
In order to scale the name service horizontally, federation
uses multiple independent namenodes/namespaces. The namenodes
are federated, that is, the namenodes are independent and don't
require coordination with each other. The datanodes are used as
common storage for blocks by all the namenodes. Each datanode
registers with all the namenodes in the cluster. Datanodes send
periodic heartbeats and block reports and handles commands from
the namenodes.
Note:HDFS Federation improves the existing HDFS architecture
through a clear separation of namespace and storage, enabling
generic block storage layer. It enables support for multiple
namespaces in the cluster to improve scalability and isolation.
Federation also opens up the architecture, expanding the
applicability of HDFS cluster to new implementations and use
cases.
Reference: Hortonworks,An Introduction to HDFS Federation

NEW QUESTION: 2
Click the Exhibit button.
[A]
establishes an IPsec tunnel with [B]. The NAT device translates
the IP address 1.1.1.1 to 2.1.1.1.On which port is the IKE SA
established?
A. TCP 4500
B. TCP 500
C. UDP 4500
D. UDP 500
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Refer to the exhibit.
If this SIP call is initiated using delayed offer, which SIP
message will UA#1 use to communicate its media capability to
UA#2?
A. INVITE
B. 180 Ringing
C. RTP Media
D. 200 OK
E. ACK
Answer: E
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